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Subject CatalogArnoldi Vinnii in quatuor libros Institutionum
Imperialium commentarius [With the text.] Editio secunda, ab auctore
recognita, etcBritish Museum Catalogue of Printed BooksMeeting the
Foreign in the Middle AgesCanvi lingüístic, estandardització i identitat
en català / Linguistic Change, Standardization and Identity in CatalanA.
Vinnii in quatuor libros Institutionum Imperialium commentarius. [With
the text.] Editio teria, ab auctore recognita, etcDe scriptura priuata
tractatus nouus plenissimus in libros quinque distinctus Ab eodem
authore, tertia hac editione, summa diligentia reuisus, quampluribuś;
additamentis,&integris capitibus recenter adauctus,&illustratus Cui
quidem adiectus est alter eiusdem authoris aliàs euulgatus tractatus, De
verbis enunciatiuis, etcLibrary of Congress CatalogAlfred of Sareshel's
Commentary on the Metheora of AristotleIn Claudii Claudiani libros De
raptu Proserpinæ commentaria, italicis textum Musis explicantibus.
Auctore Nicolao Biffio. [The Latin text, with an Italian verse translation,
and a commentary.]Grace and FreedomThe Lives of WomenLo Nou
Testament de Nostre Senyor Jesu Christ; traduhit de la vulgata llatina en
llengua catalana ab presencia del text originalRenaissance Philosophy:
New TranslationsCommento de P. Ovidio Nason a los libros de Tristes,
Ponto y Carta á Livia. Su autor Don I. Suarez de Figueroa [With the text
and a verse translation.] Sacalo á luz D. Suarez de Figueroa, etcJohn
Buridan, Quaestiones super octo libros Physicorum Aristotelis
(secundum ultimam lecturam)Spanish Vampire Fiction since
1900Medieval SpainCervantes' Don QuixoteOn Both Sides of the Strait
of GibraltarNature, Experiment, and the SciencesCatalogue of the
Printed Books in the Library of the University of EdinburghGay Cuban
Nation1990 Census of HousingInternational Yearbook of History
EducationMelusine's FootprintLibrary of Congress CatalogsPlotinus'
CosmologyMedieval CosmologyTheoph. Imman. Dindorfii Novum lexicon
linguae hebraico-chaldaicae commentario in libros Veteris Testamenti
dialectorum cognatarum inprimis ope animadversionibusque
praestatissimorum interpretum, locupletatumManual of Standardization
in the Romance LanguagesImperial TapestriesCatalogue of Printed
Books1970 Census of PopulationThe Reception of the Legend of Hero
and LeanderArchaeology of the Books of SamuelCatalan NationalismThe
Book as Artefact, Text and BorderLanguage Textbooks in the era of
NeoliberalismThe Book of the Order of Chivalry / Llibre de l'Ordre de
Cavalleria / Libro de la Orden de Caballería
In Ennead II.1 (40) Plotinus grapples both with the philosophical issue
of personal identity through time and with the rich tradition of
cosmology which pitted the Platonists against the Aristotelians and
Stoics. James Wilberding presents an extensive introduction, the text
itself, and a commentary offering a line-by-line interpretation of the
work's philosophical, philological and historical details.Language
standardization is an ongoing process based on the notions of linguistic
correctness and models. This manual contains thirty-six chapters that
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deal with the theories of linguistic norms and give a comprehensive upto-date description and analysis of the standardization processes in the
Romance languages. The first section presents the essential approaches
to the concept of linguistic norm ranging from antiquity to the present,
and includes individual chapters on the notion of linguistic norms and
correctness in classical grammar and rhetoric, in the Prague School, in
the linguistic theory of Eugenio Coseriu, in sociolinguistics as well as in
pragmatics, cognitive and discourse linguistics. The second section
focuses on the application of these notions with respect to the Romance
languages. It examines in detail the normative grammar and the
normative dictionary as the reference tools for language codification
and modernization of those languages that have a long and wellestablished written tradition, i.e. Romanian, Italian, French, Catalan,
Spanish, and Portuguese. Furthermore, the volume offers a discussion of
the key issues regarding the standardization of the ‘minor’ Romance
languages as well as Creoles.This collection of essays is a tribute to
Stillman Drake by some of his friends and colleagues, and by others on
whom his work has had a formative influence. It is difficult to know him
without succumbing to his combination of discipline and enthusiasm,
even in fields remote from Renaissance physics and natural philosophy;
and so he should not be surprised in this volume to see emphases and
methods congenial to him, even on topics as remote as Darwin or the
chemical revolution. Therein lies whatever unity the discerning reader
may find in this book, beyond the natural focus and coherence of the
largest section, on Galileo, and the final section on Drake's collection of
books, a major and now accessible resource for research in the field that
he has made his own. We have chosen, as the occasion for presenting
the volume to Stillman Drake, Galileo's birthday; Galileo has had more
than one birthday party in Toronto since Drake came to the University of
Toronto. As for the title, it reflects a shared conviction that experiment
is the key to science; it is what scientists do. Drake has already asserted
that emphasis in the title of his magisterial Galileo at Work, and we
echo it here. Those who have had the privilege and pleasure of working
and arguing with Stillman over the years know his tenacity, penetration,
and vigour. They also know his generosity and humility. We owe him
much.This collectoion brings together an outstanding group of
historical, cultural, and literary scholars to investigate the complicated,
nuanced, and often surprising union and desire and dread associated
with the figure of the foreign Other in the Middle Ages--represented
variously by Muslims, Jews, heretics, pagans, homosexuals, lepers,
monsters, and witches. Exploring the diverse manifestations of the
foreign in medieval literature, historical documents, religous treatises,
and art, these essays mine the traces of unprecedented encounters in
which fascination and fear meet.First Published in 1996. Routledge is an
imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.This volume presents
the first critical edition of books III and IV of the final redaction of John
Buridan's Questions Commentary on Aristotle's Physics. The edition is
accompanied by a detailed guide to the contents of Buridan's
questions.The long-silenced voices of women in early modern Spain from nuns and actresses to noblewomen and witches - who responded to
the dominant "culture of control."Books do not just contain texts: books
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themselves are cultural artefacts, which convey many meanings in their
own right, meanings which interact with the texts they contain.
Awareness of the many significances of books as cultural and textual
objects reshapes the traditional disciplines of textual theory, analytic
bibliography, codicology and palaeography, while the advent of
electronic books, and digital methods for representing print books, is
introducing a new dimension to our understanding. Seven essays in this
volume, ranging over medieval Portuguese and Swedish manuscripts,
eighteenth-century Icelandic editions, Australian playtexts, Thackeray
and Anita Brookner, and Stefan George, consider these questions from
the broad perspective of textual scholarship.Texts may exist on the
borderland of word and not-word; or they may spring from borderlands
of nation or culture; or they may be considered from the margins of
neighbouring disciplines. So readers must set the texts within contexts,
to see the play of text against border. Essays in this volume explore
different texts against varying backgrounds — Pound'sCantos, Joyce's
Ulysses, Trollope's An Eye for an Eye, Woolf'sThe Waves — while essays
by McGann and Lernout argue the dimensionality of text on the
intersection of print and digital media.Implicit in all these essays is the
contention, that textual scholarship must influence literary
interpretation. Two final essays focus directly on this, in the cases of
Melville's Moby-Dick and Emily Dickinson's late fragments. An extensive
reviews section completes this volume.With Gay Cuban Nation, Emilio
Bejel looks at Cuba's markedly homoerotic culture through writings
about homosexuality, placing them in the social and political contexts
that led up to the Cuban Revolution. By reading against the grain of a
wide variety of novels, short stories, autobiographies, newspaper
articles, and films, Bejel maps out a fascinating argument about the way
in which different attitudes toward power and nationalism struggle for
an authoritative stance on homosexual issues. Through close readings of
writers such as José Martí, Alfonso Hernández-Catá, Carlos Montenegro,
José Lezama Lima, Leonardo Padura Fuentes, and Reinaldo Arenas,
whose heartbreaking autobiography, Before Night Falls, has enjoyed
renewed popularity, Gay Cuban Nation shows that the category of
homosexuality is always lurking, ghostlike, in the shadows of nationalist
discourse. The book stakes out Cuba's sexual battlefield, and will
challenge the homophobia of both Castro's revolutionaries and Cuban
exiles in the States.The Book of the Order of Chivalry was written in
Catalan by Ramon Llull between 1274 and 1276 and is one of the
author’s earliest works. After his death, it achieved a wide dissemination
throughout Europe in part because it was considered the theoretical
manual on knighthood par excellence. The book was written in Catalan
for knights who might not have a knowledge of Latin. Llull devotes his
treatise to the definition of the duties of a perfect knight. In addition, he
is interested in delving into the religious and moral aspects of chivalry
as well as in trying to reform this institution. This edition is based on
the Catalan text from Luanco’s Libro de la Orden de Caballería del B.
Raimundo Lulio, which is included here in facsimile format thanks to
the generosity of the Reial Acadèmia de Bones Lletres de Barcelona. To
this are added new Spanish and contemporary English translations. In
addition, this volume includes an edition of Caxton’s 16th century
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English translation.A study of the literary reception of the love-story of
Hero and Leander and its popularity from classical times to the present
in different genres, from epigram to epic, and including drama, opera,
burlesques and modern experimental works.Are the Catalans content
with the outcome of the Spanish transition to democracy? Is there a
future for Catalan nationalism within the EU? How does globalization
impact upon the survival and development of nations without states
such as Catalonia? Will increasing numbers of immigrants transform
regional identities? Has devolution fostered secessionism in Catalonia?
These are some of the key questions discussed in this book. Catalan
Nationalism considers whether a nation without a state, such as
Catalonia, is able to survive within larger political institutions such as
Spain and the European Union. The author examines the different
'images' of Catalonia presented by the main Catalan political parties.
The book also provides a study of the role of intellectuals in the
construction of nationalism and national identity in nations without
states in the global era. The key questions addressed in this book are
highly relevant for the study of devolution and its consequences,
transitions to democracy and globalization and national identity. Based
on a successful combination of theory and innovative empirical
research, the scope and depth of the book's analysis will make it
essential reading for students and academics in the fields of history and
politics.Grace and Freedom represents Lonergan's entry into subject
matter that would occupy him throughout his lifetime. At the same time
it is a manifestation of the thinking that has made him one of the
world's foremost Thomist scholars. The volume is in two parts. Part One
is a new edition of "Grace and Freedom: Operative Grace in the Thought
of St Thomas Aquinas", four articles written by Lonergan in 1941-42,
first published in book form in 1971. This edition includes new notes
and indices. Part Two is Lonergan's doctoral dissertation, "Gratia
Operans", submitted to the Gregorian University, Rome, in 1940.
Published here in full for the first time, the dissertation provides
important context and background for the articles in the first part.
Lonergan's thesis is that, from the sixteenth century onwards,
commentators on Thomas Aquinas lacked historical consciousness,
raised questions that Thomas had never considered, and obfuscated the
issues. Lonergan's achievement consists in having retrieved the actual
position of Thomas by adopting a historical approach that has
reconstructed his intellectual development on grace. The majority of
contemporary theologians now agree with the implementation of the
historical method. What Lonergan also adds is a unique diagnosis of the
mistakes made by the modern scholastic authors in their treatment of
grace. Throughout this work, Lonergan discovers in Thomas a mind in
constant development, displaying radical shifts on fundamental
questions. Together the two parts not only reveal an essential step in
Lonergan's own development, but also make an impressive contribution
to Thomist studies.Beginning with 1953, entries for Motion pictures and
filmstrips, Music and phonorecords form separate parts of the Library of
Congress catalogue. Entries for Maps and atlases were issued separately
1953-1955.Imperial Tapestries explores how key authors of early
modern Italy and Spain questioned Habsburg authority through
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“imperial texts”—texts that call attention to their organizational
process. In so doing, the study offers innovative insights into the politics
of such classic authors as Ludovico Ariosto, Garcilaso de la Vega, Jorge
de Montemayor, Miguel de Cervantes, and María de Zayas as it teases
out the nuances of their often indirect portrayals of their relationship
with the Crown.In On Both Sides of the Strait of Gibraltar Julio Samsó
shows that astronomical sources, written in al-Andalus, the Maghrib and
the Iberian Peninsula, belong to the same tradition and emphasizes the
role of al-Andalus and the Iberian Peninsula in the transmission of
Islamic astronomy to medieval Europe.This volume of essays contains
contributions from a very wide range of British, American and Spanish
scholars. Its primary concern is the relationships between the various
ethnic, cultural, regional and religious communities that co-existed in
the Iberian peninsula in the later Middle Ages. Conflicts and mutual
interactions between them are here explored in a range of both
historical and literary studies, to expose something of the rich diversity
of the cultural life of later medieval Spain.Considering the literary
dimension of the earliest text history of Samuel, this volume asks the
question if the comparative analysis of the textual witnesses permit
proving the existence of distinct literary editions and identifying the
ideological motives that governed the possible modification of the
text.Spanish Vampire Fiction since 1900: Blood Relations, as that
subtitle suggests, makes the case for considering Spanish vampire
fiction an index of the complex relationship between intercultural
phenomena and the specifics of a time, place, and author. Supernatural
beings that drink blood are found in folklore worldwide, Spain included,
and writers ranging from the most canonical to the most marginal have
written vampire stories, Spanish ones included too. When they do, they
choose between various strategies of characterization or blend different
ones together. How much will they draw on conventions of the
transnational corpus? Are their vampires to be local or foreign; alluring
or repulsive; pitiable or pure evil, for instance? Decisions like these
determine the messages texts carry and, when made by Spanish authors,
may reveal aspects of their culture with striking candidness, perhaps
because the fantasy premise seems to give the false sense of security
that this is harmless escapism and, since metaphorical meaning is
implicit, it is open to argument and, if necessary, denial. Part I gives a
chronological text-by-text appreciation of all the texts included in this
volume, many of them little known even to Hispanists and few if any to
non-Spanish Gothic scholars. It also provides a plot summary and brief
background on the author of each. These entries are free-standing and
designed to be consulted for reference or read together to give a sense
of the evolution of the paradigm since 1900. Part II considers the corpus
comparatively, first with regard to its relationship to folklore and
religion and then contagion and transmission. Spanish Vampire Fiction
since 1900: Blood Relations will be of interest to Anglophone Gothic
scholars who want to develop their knowledge of the Spanish dimension
of the mode and to Hispanists who want to look at some canonical texts
and authors from a new perspective but also gain an awareness of some
interesting and decidedly non-canonical material.Melusine’s Footprint:
Tracing the Legacy of a Medieval Myth offers nineteen new critical
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essays from an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars
examining the cultural, literary, and mythical inheritance of the
legendary half-fairy, half-serpent Melusine.This casebook gathers a
collection of ambitious essays about both parts of the novel (1605 and
1615) and also provides a general introduction and a bibliography. The
essays range from Ramón Menéndez Pidal's seminal study of how
Cervantes dealt with chivalric literature to Erich Auerbachs polemical
study of Don Quixote as essentially a comic book by studying its mixture
of styles, and include Leo Spitzer's masterful probe into the essential
ambiguity of the novel through minute linguistic analysis of Cervantes'
prose. The book includes pieces by other major Cervantes scholars, such
as Manuel Durán and Edward C. Riley, as well as younger scholars like
Georgina Dopico Black. All these essays ultimately seek to discover that
which is peculiarly Cervantean in Don Quixote and why it is considered
to be the first modern novel.This book examines how neoliberalism finds
expression in foreign language textbooks. Moving beyond the usual
focus on English, Pau Bori explores the impact of neoliberal ideology on
Catalan textbooks. By comparing Catalan textbooks to English
textbooks, this book interrogates the similarities and differences
between a minor and a global language in the age of neoliberalism.
Drawing on insights from critical theory and critical pedagogy, this
study provides a fresh perspective on foreign language textbooks and
second language education more broadly. Language Textbooks in the
Era of Neoliberalism paves the way for new critical perspectives in
language education that will challenge the current hegemony of
neoliberalism.The multiplicity of parallel identities that make up our
personalities is a phenomenon in which our individual identitary choices
merge with diverse collective identities. The present volume is a
contribution to the field of Identity Studies, but from a clearly linguistic
perspective. It unites several contributions which analyze discourses
centered on national or regional identities – as for instance the
Catalanity of the frontier city of Lleida, the connection between the
natural environment and the conceptualization of deictic space, or the
dialectics between center and periphery. Other chapters try to shed light
on problems arising from the particular situation of Catalan as a nonstate language. The contributions thus range from aspects of Cultural
Studies on identities and their constituting discourses to Catalan
linguistics and sociolinguistics.A small collection of nonsense verses by
Edward Lear, Lewis Carroll, and several others.
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